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Boundary tracking and surface generation are ones of main topological topics for three-
dimensional digital image analysis. However, there is no adequate theory to make rela-
tions between these different topological properties in a completely discrete way, In this
paper, we present a new boundary tracking algorithm which gives not only a set of border
points but also the surface structures by using the concepts of combinatorial/algebraic
topologies. We also show that our boundary becomes a triangulation of border points
(in the sense of general topology)) that is) we clarify relations between border points and
their surface structures.
1. Introduction
Several algorithms have been presented for bor-
derfboundary tracking [4, 19, 20, 30] and surface gen-
eration [4, 6, 8, 17, 22, 24, 31] of 3-dimensional digital
images in the purposes of visualization, calculation
of geometric features such as surface areas, calcula-
tion of topological features such as Euler character-
istics) numerical analysis for deformable objects, etc.
Even if hoth two topological properties of borders and
surfaces are required simultaneously (sometimes im-
plicitly) for man,Y applications as listed above) it is
not easy to find a useful theory to allow us to dis-
cuss both topological properties for each point in a
3-dimensionallattice space, Le. for each voxel in a 3-
dimensional digital image. Note that there are many
approximation techniques) but we are interested in
completely discrete techniques because our input is
digital images and our computation for image analy-
sis are also digital. Even in the Euclidean space) it
is not easy to make relations between borders in the
sense of general topology and surfaces in the sense of
combinatorial topology [23]; the more discussions on
the historical backgrounds are found in Section 2.
In this paper, we tackle a problem for clarifying re-
lations between border points and surface points in a
3-dimensional lattice space by using polyhedral com-
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plexes such that all vertices are lattice points and the
adjacent vertices are neighboring each other in the
sense of 3-dirnensional digital topology [19], By using
such polyhedral complexes called discrete polyhedral
complexes, we also present a new effective algorithm
for tracking all border points which constitute a com-
binatorial surface with their surface structures simul-
taneously.
The definition of border points is based on general
topology [9, 23J and it has been shown that we can
obtain border points by a set operation using neigh-
borhoods [19, 27, 30], Because we need to carry out
the set operation for each point in a 3-dimensional
lattice space, Le. each voxel in a 3-dimensional digi-
tal image, the computational time is linear to the size
of a digital image.
In two dimensions, some effective border tracking
algorithms have been proposed by using curve struc-
tures of borders [19, 25] such that a border is given
as a sequence of points (or pixels) and each point
(or pixel) has exactly two neighboring points (or pix-
els) of a border, Each border point is tracked by a
"left-hand-on-wall" border following algorithm from
the previous point in a sequence; therefore: we do not
have to scan all points in a whole digital image; the
computational time becomes linear to the number of
border points.
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U,(x) = {y E nn: Ilx-yll < E} (1)
Fr(A) = BT(A) U Br(A) = Fr(A). (4)
(2)
(3)
(d)
(b)
{x E A: U,(x) <;: A},
A \ Int(A),
(c)
(a)
Int(A)
Br(A)
lIn [91, the term "boundary" is used instead of "frontier:'.
In this paper> we keep the term "boundary" for "combinatorial
boundary" in the sense of combinatorial topology and follow
the terminology in [231 to distinguish between boundaries in
general topology and combinatorial topology.
called the interior and border of A, respectively. Then
we have A = Int(A) U Br(A).
Let A be the complement of A such that nn =
AU A. Then, the interior points of A are also the
exterior points of A. The union of the borders of A
and A yields the frontiers Fr(A) and Fr(A) such
tbat
Figure 1 shows examples of the border and frontier
of a point set A in n2 .
In this paper we also consider the combinatorial
boundary of a n-dimensional polyhedral complex K
[3, 23] because we would like to treat boundaries as
(n-1)-dimensional manifolds (more precisely, (n-1)-
dimensional pure polyhedral complexes [3]). If K is
of radius € > a define a basis of open sets for this
Euclidean space.
If a point x in A c R n is such that there exists a
neighborhood U,(x) <;: A, then it is called an interior
point of A. Otherwise, a point x E A is called a
border point of A. Let Int(A) and Br(A) be the sets
of all interior and border points such that
Figure 1: Examples of (a) a point set A c n 2 , (b)
the border of A, (c) the border of A, and (d) the
frontier.
tier' Fr(A) of a point set A. We consider the topol-
ogy .in the n-dimensional Euclidean space R n intro-
duced by the Euclidean distance: n-dimensional E-
neighborhoods
2.1 Borders, Frontiers and Combinatorial
Boundaries
2.1.1 Borders, frontiers and combinatorial
boundaries in R n
General topology studies topological spaces de-
fined by open and closed sets [9, 23], allowing to
introduce interior Int(A), border Br(A) and fron-
2. Historical Background
In three dimensions: the completely different ap-
proach from that of two dimensions is commonly
used because of the difficulty for finding "surface
structures" of border points. An algebraic-topology-
based approach is taken so that unit cubes (or voxels)
whose centroid are lattice points are first considered
and then for border tracking the common faces be-
tween two voxels centered at the points p in a ob-
ject region and q in the complement are considered
[4]. Such faces are represented by the ordered pair
(P: q). Therefore: boundaries are represented by sur-
faces which are sets of square faces and whose topo-
logical structures are given as cellular complexes as
shown in [20]. We can also consider the set of all p
(resp. q) of such pair (p, q) as the internal border
[30]. However: for such internal borders, we can not
obtain any topological surface structures.
There are some axiomatic definitions of discrete
surfaces such that all points of discrete surfaces are
lattice points and not voxel faces [6, 8, 17, 24]. How-
ever: the relations between border points and those
surface points are not yet clarified; the connectedness
of border points are shown in [16, 18], but the concept
of connectedness is clearly not sufficient for providing
surface structures.
To solve our problem, i.e. to give the relations be-
tween border points and surface points, we need some
other approach to define surface points. In the sense
of combinatorial topology [3], this is a special formu-
lation of a triangulation problem for border points. In
Section 3we define 3-dirnensional discrete polyhedral
complexes and then give the combinatorial boundary
which contains 2-dimensional surface structures. In
Section ~we present an algorithm to provide a combi-
natorial boundary from any given 3-dimensional lat-
tice point set. Because our practical algorithm is
like a marching cubes algorithm [22, 31] by using a
look-up table, our computational time is linear to the
size of a 3-dimensional digital image. vVe then derive
the relations between borders in the sense of general
topology and our combinatorial boundaries. From the
relations, we finally conclude that our combinatorial
boundary tracking algorithm gives a triangulation for
border points without applying set operations of bor-
der points with respect to a given 3-dimensional lat-
tice point set.
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a 3-dimensional polyhedral complex} then the com-
binatorial boundary 8K is the set of all 2-polyhedra
a of K such that a lies only one 3-polyhedron of K
together with all faces of such simplexes a. The pre-
cise definitions of polyhedral complexes and the com-
binatorial boundaries will be given in Section 3. Let
K be a 3-dimensional polyhedral complex which is
a triangulated 3-manifold with boundary and IKI be
the union of the elements of K, with the subspace
topology induced by the topology of nn Then, the
relation between the frontier and the combinatorial
boundary is derived such that
(a) (b)
18KI = Fr(IKI) (5) (c)
2\Ve follow the terminology in [19], even if the term "inner
point" is used instead of "interior point" in [30], to make a
correspondence between interior points in R n and zn.
Equation (7) corresponds to (3) ..
In terms of mathematical morphology [27] it fol-
lows that an interior set I ntm (V) of (6) coincides with
3For thinning of V C zn I we consider simple points
which we can remove without collapsing the criteria of digi-
tal topology [19J. Obviously, simple points are related to bor-
der/boundary points of V C zn.
This is because the radii t of m-neighborhoods are
constant. Therefore, no set operation corresponding
to (8) exists for Br(A) in nn of (3). Figure 2 shows
examples of the 4-borders of V E Z2 and of the com-
plement V.
Let us consider the boundary points of V c zn,
corresponding to the frontier points of A c nn, in
the sense of general topology. From (4), a point set
A C nn and the complement A has the frontier
which is the Hcommon boundary» as shown in Fig-
ure 1 (d). Similarly, we can define the m-boundary of
V as the union of the m-borders of V and of V. Such
m-boundaries are used for the composition of bound~
aries by contributions from both participating sets
[22, 26]. In digital image analysis, however, Brm(V)
and Brm(V) are considered separately [19, 25, 301
not only for boundary tracking but also for thinning3 .
They are called internal and external rn-boundariES}
respectively [27].
Such concept of lldifferent boundaries l ' in a discrete
space has been pointed out by W. K. Clifford. In [5],
he explained the :'different boundaries" using an ex-
ample of a heap of white marbles on the top of which
black marbles are put. The boundary of the white
part would be a layer of white marbles and the bound-
ary of the black part would be a layer of the black
marQles} that is} the two adjacent parts have differ-
ent boundaries when they are divided into two parts.
He also referred to the Aristotelian definitions of con-
tinuous and discontinuous: the continuous as that of
which two adjacent parts have the same boundary;
Figure 2: Examples of (a) a point set V C Z2, (b)
the 4-border of V and (c) the 4-border of V.
the erosion of V with the structure element N m (0)
where 0 is the origin of zn [30]. We see that (7) also
defines Brm (V) via a set operation such as
(7)
if IKI is closed; see [23] for the proof.
2.1.2 Borders and Boundaries in Z2 and Z3
Let us consider the set zn of all lattice points in
nn such that their coordinates are all integers. For
any point set V E zn} which is given as an object
component in a n-dimensional binary image, borders
are also defined similarly to borders in nn. In this
paper, we consider the cases n = 2}3.
Traditionally, the following m-neighborhoods
similarly to (2) for A C no. If a point x E V is not
an interior point of V} then x is called a border point
of V with respect to m-neighborhoods [19, 30]. The
set of all border points of V is called the m-border of
V, denoted by
Nm(x) ~ {y E zn: IIx-YII <:t}
with t = 1,.,J2 (resp. t = 1,.,J2,,)3) are in com-
mon use for x E Z2 (resp. x E Z3), and m = 4,8
(resp. m = 6,18,26) stands for the cardinality of
these neighborhood systems [19]. In distinction to 1';-
neighborhoods of (1), the radius t is only one of the
three numbers 1, .,J2 or ,)3. It follows that these m-
neighborhoods do not establish a basis of open sets of
a topology on zn, and that image analysis normally
only assumes adjacency graphs in zn for defining con-
cepts of connectedness [19].
Let m E {4,8} for n = 2 and m E {6,18,26} for
n = 3. If a point x in V C zn is such that Nm(x) <;;
V l then x is called an interior point? (with respect to
m-neighborhoods) [19, 30]. The set of interior points
of V is called the interior of V and denoted by
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and the discontinuous or discrete as that of which two
adjacent parts have different boundaries. Figure 2
(b) and (c) show examples of the internal 4-boundary
BT4(V) and the external4-boundary BT4 (V), respec-
tively.
This paper adopts the boundary approach as fol-
lows: the internal boundary BTm(V) (resp. the ex-
ternal boundary Brm(V)) defines the initial point
set, we consider the combinatorial boundary of an n-
dimensional polyhedral complex K such that all ver-
tices are in Brm(V) (resp. BTm(V)). We call such n-
dimensional polyhedral complexes discrete polyhedral
complexes to distinguish them with other (general)
polyhedral complexes. This is a special formulation
of a triangulation problem for BTm(V) or Brm(V) in
the sense of combinatorial topology [3]. In the follow-
ing sections, we give definitions which are necessary
for construction of discrete polyhedral complexes and
present a solution for the triangulation problem. VVe
afterwards derive the relations between Brm (V) and
the combinatorial boundary of a discrete polyhedral
complex with respect to the relation of (5) for R n
Note that we succeed to derive these relations be-
cause we take the the different-boundary approach.
2.2 Border Tracking and Surface Representa-
tion in zn
2.2.1 Connectedness of Borer Points and Bor-
der Tracking
A set B c zn is said to be connected or m-
connected if any pair of x, y E B has a point sequence
Xl = X, X2,. ", Xk = Y such that all Xi E Band
Xi+l E Nm(Xi) [19].
In Z2, it is known that the m-border BTm(V) of
V c Z2 is m'-connected if V is m'-connected with-
out hole where (m,m') = (4,8),(8,4) [19,25]. All
m-border points are then tracked as a sequence of
points such as Xl, Xz, X3l' .. and every point Xi in the
sequence is found as an element of m'-neighborhood
of the previous point Xi-l [19]. We see in this ap-
proach that the definition of a ='curve" is implicitly
given as a sequence of points. In other words, border
points are tracked by using the "curve structures'l in
Z2.
In Z3, it has been shown in [16, 18] that the m-
border BTm (V) of V c Z3 is m'-connected if V and
V are m'- and m-connected respectively for any pair
(m,m') E {6,18,26} x {6,18,26}\{6,6)4 Similarly
to the case of two dimensions, for border tracking of
V in Z3 I we need a definition of a "surface" instead
of that of a Hcurve" in Z2. Clearly, the connectivity is
not enough for representing the structures of surfaces
such as triangulated surfaces.
4This holds if a digital picture space (Z3, m', m) is weakly
normal, i.e. it has one of such pairs (m, m' ) from Proposition
7.4.1 ;n [181.
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2.2.2 Surface Representation in Z3
The definition of "surfaces" in Z3 is more compli-
cated than that of ';curvesn in Z2. There exist various
definitions of two-dimensional surfaces in Z3. The ap-
proaches are mainly classified into the following four
types;
1. the graph-theory-based approach: a surface is
defined as a set of lattice points which satisfies
some conditions based on the neighborhood re-
lations or the connectedness [6, 24, 30]. Every
point on surfaces is considered to have a char-
acteristic of spatial separation according to the
Jordan surface theorem in a local sense.
2. the algebraic-topology-based approach; surfaces
are defined as the combinatorial boundaries of
3-dimensional cellular complexes. In [4, 10, 20J,
cells are considered to be unit cubes (or voxels)
whose centroids correspond to lattice points and
surfaces are represented by sets of faces of unit
cubes. In [11], simplicial complexes are used in-
stead of cellular complexes so that the vertices
of simplexes are all lattice points.
3. the combinatorial-manifold-based approach: sur-
faces are triangulated and any point on a surface
is topologically equivalent to the central point of
an open disc [6, 8, 17].
4. the analytical approach: geometric surfaces such
as planes and spheres are defined by using in-
equations in Z3 instead of using equations in n3
[1, 2, 7].
The analytical approach can be applied if only ge-
ometric objects such as planes and spheres are con-
sidered. In this paper, we would like to treat any
free-form objects. Thus l we cannot take the analyti-
cal approach.
The graph-theory-based approach is the most clas-
sic, but is also axiomatic. Since it contains only neigh-
borhood relations and not topological structures,
the combinatorial-manifold-based approach has been
taken in [6, 17] for making comparison between the
graph-theory-based approach and the combinatorial-
manifold-based approach. Clearly, the combinatorial-
manifold-based approach has the strong power for in-
vestigating topological structures, but it is not evi-
dent that a set of border points can become a combi-
natorial manifold. For example, a set of border points
may not construct a manifold as shown in Figure 3;
the left one is a pseudomanifold [28].
For border tracking in Z3, therefore, the algebraic-
topology-based approach based on voxels is com-
monly used [4] such as tracking the common faces be-
tween two voxels centered at the points p in V C Z3
and q in V = Z3 \ V. Such faces are represented by
the ordered pair (p, q). Since q E N 6(p) n V, the set
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Figure 3: Examples of non-manifolds (the left figure
illustrates a pseudomanifold [28]).
of all p of such pairs (p, q) becomes equal to Br6(V)
of (8). In this approach, the "surface" is represented
by a set of square faces of voxels and the topologi-
cal structures of cellular complexes, i.e. voxels, voxel
faces, etc., are shown in [20].
Because we would like to consider triangulated sur-
faces on the points of B,'= (V), we need another na-
tion based on algebraic topology. In this paper l we
extend our notions of discrete simplexes in [llJ to
discrete convex polyhedra and give the definition of
discrete polyhedral complexes instead of discrete sim-
plicial complexes in [11]. The following sections are
devoted for presenting triangulation of Br=(V).
3. Discrete Polyhedral Complexes and
Combinatorial Boundaries
In this section, we give definitions of a polyhe-
dral complex which consists of a finite set of con-
vex polyhedra such that the vertices are all points
in Z3 and any adjacent vertices are m-neighboring.
Such polyhedral complexes are introduced here for a
giving complicial representation of a finite subset of
V C Z3. An algorithm for obtaining a polyhedral
complex from V will be presented in the next sec-
tion. Similar complicial representations for V are also
found, for examples, in [14, 18, 29]. The differences
between our complicial representation and them will
be discussed in Section 6.
3.1 Convex Polyhedra and Polyhedral Com-
plexes in nn
For the definitions of convex polyhedra and polyhe-
dral complexes in nn} we follow the notions in [32].5
Similar notations are also seen in [3, 28J.
Definition 1 A convex polyhedron a is the convex
hull of a finite set of points in some 1?f.
The dimension of a convex polyhedron a is the di-
mension of its affine hull. An n-dimensional convex
polyhedron (J is abbreviated to an n-polyhedron. For
instance, a point is a a-polyhedron} a line segment
is I-polyhedron, a triangle is a 2-polyhedron} and a
tetrahedron is a 3-polyhedron. A linear inequality
a . x ::; z is valid for a if it is satisfied for all points
x E (J. A face of (J is then defined by any set of the
form
5Instead of the term "convex: polyhedra", '"polytopes" is
used in [32]
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where a . x ::; z is valid for a. For instance l
a 3-polyhedron which is a tetrahedron has four 0-
polyhedra, SL'< I-polyhedra and four 2-polyhedra for
its faces. The point of a O-polyhedron, the end-
points of a I-polyhedron and the vertices of 2- and 3-
polyhedra are called the vertices of each convex poly-
hedron.
Definition 2 A polyhedrol complex K is a finite col-
lection of convex polyhedro such that
1. the empty polyhedron is in K,
2. if (J E K, then all faces of (5 are also in K,
3. the intersection (5 n T of two convex polyhedro
(J, T E K is a face both of (J and of T.
The dimension of K is the largest dimension of a con-
vex polyhedron in K.
3.2 Discrete Convex Polyhedra and Discrete
Polyhedral Complexes
Now we consider polyhedral complexes such that
the vertices of convex polyhedra are all lattice points
in Z3 and the adjacent vertices are m-neighboring
for m = 6,18,26. For constructing such polyhedral
complexes} we first consider all possible convex poly-
hedra such that the vertices are all lattice points and
any adjacent vertices of a convex polyhedron are m-
neighboring each other for m = 6,18,26. Such convex
polyhedra and polyhedral complexes are called dis-
crete convex polyhedra and discrete polyhedral com-
plexes hereafter. The constraints allow us to look for
a discrete convex polyhedron which is not larger than
the unit cubic region as follows.
Let us consider all possible convex polyhedra in a
unit cubic region such that the vertices of each convex
polyhedron are the vertices of a unit cube. A unit
cube has eight lattice points for the vertices. For
each lattice point we assign the value of either 1 or 0
and call the point a 1- or a-point, respectively. There
are 256 configurations of 1- and O-points for the eight
/lattice points in a unit cubic region. In factI we can
reduce the number of the configurations from 256 to
23 with considering the congruent configurations by
rotations as shown in Table 1.6
For each configuration} we obtain a convex polyhe-
dron such that the vertices of the polyhedron are 1-
points. We then classify each convex polyhedron into
a set of discrete convex polyhedra with the dimension
of n = 0, I} 21 3 and with the m-neighborhood rela-
tions between the adjacent vertices for m = 6,18,26
as shown in Table 2. From Table 2} we see that there
are a finite number of discrete convex polyhedra for
6For the proof that the 23 configurations are complete, see
in the appendix: B of [16]. Note that there are 22 configurations
in [16] because symmetry is also considered.
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Table 1: All possible 23 configurations of 1- and 0-
points for the eight lattice points in a unit cubic re-
gion. With considering the congruent configurations
by rotations, we obtain all 256 configurations from
them.
nurnbmol
conflQurations of 1- and o-points In a UM cube\-poinlS
0 ]n
, @.
2 !ID-7W.JJn
3 1IDwnn
w.7ID-Jjn]tn
4 ]n]1D.Ji1l
5 ]IlJIn]in
6 7:tI1]tlJIn
7 11IL cg:I a unit cube
l1tl8 • a 1-poim
each neighborhood system and for each dimension
from a to 3. For the abbreviation, we call the n-
dimensional discrete convex polyhedra in Table 2 dis-
crete n-polyhedra hereafter.
For any neighborhood system} an isolated point
of configuration PI in Table 2 is regarded as a
discrete a-polyhedron. Similarly, the line segment
for configuration P2a is regarded as a discrete 1-
polyhedron for any neighborhood system because the
adjacency between two points are m-neighboring for
any m = 6 l IS, 26. However, the line segment of con-
figuration P2b is not considered to be a discrete 1-
polyhedron for the 6-neighborhood system, but con-
sidered to be a discrete I-polyhedron for the 18-
and 26-neighborhood systems. The line segment of
configuration P2c is considered to be a discrete 1-
polyhedron only for the 26-neighborhood system. Ta-
ble 2 illustrates that we have one, two and three of dis-
crete I-polyhedra for the 6-, 18- and 26-neighborhood
systems, respectively. A discrete 2-polyhedron is al-
ways bounded by discrete I-polyhedra which are the
faces of the discrete 2-polyhedron. Therefore, all dis-
crete 2-polyhedra for the 6-neighborhood system have
the point configuration of P4a. For the 18- and 26-
neighborhood systems l four and five different discrete
2-polyhedra are considered! respectively. In a similar
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Table 2; All discrete n-polyhedra for n = 0, I, 2, 3
such that the vertices are all lattice points in Z3
and the adjacent vertices are m-neighboring for m =
61 18! 26. Note that discrete n-polyhedra with aster-
isks are also called discrete n-simplexes [11].
discrete convex polyhedra
dim. N6 N18 N26
0
PjID. )D. PjID.
1 PJD1 PJhlJla PJhljW:$
2
Pjip. PlrLs. PlrL1k1lttPjhLjXt PjtLln
P1tfL p$~ Pj1ijkLlm.
Pj&)i PlJiliJitt
3
PD:_ PlIt_bt
P}is. P)Ii)i7
]v. ..
way, a discrete 3-polyhedron is bounded by discrete
2-polyhedra which are the faces of the discrete 3-
polyhedron. The discrete 3-polyhedra for each neigh-
borhood system are illustrated in the last line of Table
2.
In Table 2} we see that every n'-dimensional face
of any discrete n-polyhedron for n' < n is also a dis-
crete n'-polyhedron for each m-neighborhood system!
m = 6 l lS l 26. This is important because it enables
us to construct a discrete polyhedral complex which
is a finite collection of discrete convex polyhedra sat-
isfying the three conditions in Definition 2 for each
m-neighborhood system.
H we cannot decompose a discrete n-polyhedron
into other discrete n-polyhedra in one of the neigh-
borhood systems! such a discrete n-polyhedron also
called discrete n-simplex [11]. In n3 , any n-
dimensional simplex has n + I vertices [31 while there
exist! in Z3 1 discrete n-simplexes which has more
than n + 1 vertices such as the discrete simplexes of
P4a and P8 for the 6-neighborhood system in Ta-
ble 2. In mathematics such as combinatorial topol-
ogy, simplexes are sometimes more focused on than
cells or convex polyhedra. It is because polygonal
2-polyhedra are too general compared with triangu-
lar 2-simplexes. In our case I however 1 if we only use
discrete simplexes for triangulation of a subset V of
Z3 l the simplicial decomposition of V may not be
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.~•... =;~ . (a) (b)
00 = Cl(H).
Definition 3 Let 0 be a pure discrete 3-complex and
H be the set of all discrete 2-polyhedra in 0 each of
which is a face of exactly one discrete 3-polyhedron in
O. The boundary of 0 is defined as
(d)(e)
4.1 Theoretical Procedure
This section presents a procedure for obtaining the
boundary 80171 of a pure discrete 3-complex 0 171 from
any finite set V C Z3 for each m = 6,18,26. The pro-
cedure is divided into three steps as shown in Figure
5: (I) decompose V into discrete n-polyhedra where
n = 0,1,2,3 such that those discrete n-polyhedra
constitutes a discrete polyhedral complex C m (from
(a) to (b) in Figure 5), (II) from Cm, obtain a pure
discrete 3-subcomplex Om ~ C m (from (b) to (c) in
Figure 5), and (III) extract the boundary aOm of Om
for each m-neighborhood system, m = 6,18,26 (from
(c) to (d) in Figure 5). After explaining such a theo-
retical procedure in subsection 4~lwe also presents' a
practical algorithm for obtaining aOm directly from
V in subsection 4.2
Note that the union of all discrete convex poly-
hedra in 00 may not form a manifold but form a
non-manifold such as a pseudomanifold [281 as shown
in Figure 3 according to the definition. Because
discrete convex polyhedra are defined for each m-
neighborhood system where m = 6,18,26, a discrete
polyhedral complex C, a discrete pure 3-polyhedron
o and the combinatorial boundary 00 are also de-
fined for each m-neighborhood system. When we in-
sist a m-neighborhood system considering for them,
they are denoted by Cm, Om and aOm instead.
4. Combinatorial Boundary Tracking
4.1.1 Step 1: Polyhedral Decomposition of V
The decomposition of V into discrete convex poly-
hedra is achieved in two steps. For each x = (i,j, k)
in Z3 , let
Figure 5: The process of obtaining the boundary
80m of a pure discrete 3-complex Om. from a finite
subset V of Z3 via a discrete polyhedral complex C m
for m = 6,18,26. The figures shows a set of examples
of (a)V, (b)C26 , (C)026, and (d)a026 .
(b)(a)
Figure 4: Examples of (a) a pure discrete 3-
polyhedron and (b) a non-pure discrete 3-polyhedron
for the 26-neighborhood system.
accomplished for 18-neighborhood system even if it
is accomplished for 6- and 26-neighborhood systems
[llJ. In this paper, therefore, we show that triangu-
lation of V is succeeded for any neighborhood system
by using not only discrete simplexes but also discrete
convex polyhedra in Table 2.
3.3 Combinatorial Boundaries as Discrete
Polyhedral Complexes
Before defining combinatorial boundaries, we give
some topological notions for discrete polyhedral com-
plexes [31. A discrete n-complex K is said to be pure
if every discrete n'-polyhedron of K where n' < n
is a face of some discrete n-polyhedron. Figure 4
illustrates examples of pure and non-pure discrete 3-
polyhedra for the 26-neighborhood system. If K o is
any subcomplex of K, the complex consisting of all
the elements of K o and of all the elements of Keach
of which is a face of at least one element of K o is
called the combinatorial closure Cl(Ko) of K o in K.
We consider a discrete polyhedral complex C as a
topological representation of V C Z3, I.e., as a topo-
logical space by topologizing V; note that we topol-
ogize V but not the whole space of Za Because we
require our boundary representation to contain the
surface structures such as triangulated surfaces, we
consider a pure discrete 3-subcomplex 0 ;;; C and
define the boundary 00 of 0 for the combinatorial
boundary of Vi an algorithmic procedure for obtain-
ing 80 from V will be presented in the next sec-
tion. The notion of such combinatorial boundary 80
is based on algebraic topology [281.
From Definition 3, we obtain the following proposi-
tion.
Proposition 1 The boundary 00 of a pure discrete
3-complex 0 is a pure discrete 2-subcomplex of o.
D(x) = {(i + <"j + <2, k + <3) [<i ~ a or 1}.
We say that the points of V are 1-points and the
points of Z3 \ V are a-points. For each x E Z3, we lo-
cally consider a discrete polyhedral complex C m(x) in
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Table 3: Discrete convex polyhedral decomposition
Cm(x) with respect to every I-point configuration of
a unit cubic region D(x) for (a) m = 6, (b) m = 18
and (c) m = 26.
(al
,.:.:u discrete convelt polyhedral decomposion,,,,~,,,o'''-l--~---''_!!!llQ_~_
~
(9)
and we verify that C m is mostly a discrete polyhe-
dral complex satisfying the conditions in Definition
2; there is an exceptional case that we need to re-
place Cm(x) to obtain a discrete polyhedral complex
Cm by (9) for m = 18.
Say that Cm(x) and Cm(y) are adjacent ifD(x)n
D(y) oJ 0. Their adjacency types are classified into
the following three
#(D(x) n D(y)) = 1,2 or 4 (and never 3)
the following. If a discrete n-polyhedron (J for an m-
neighborhood system exists with respect to an config-
uration of I-points in D(x) in Table 2, we set Cm(x)
to be a collection of (T and its faces where n = 0, 1,2,3.
Otherwise, we consider discrete n-polyhedra (T such
that n is as large as possible where n :S. 3 and the ver-
tices of (J are all I-points in D(x) and set Cm(x) to
be a collection of such (JS and their faces. For each 1-
point configuration of D(x), we then obtain a discrete
polyhedral complex C m (x) for each m = 6, 18, 26 as
shown in Table 3.
Now let
where #(A) represents the number of elements of the
set A. The adjacency types and the conceivable poly-
hedral decomposition at the joint are illustrated in
Table 4. For each adjacent pair of Cm(x) and Cm(y),
let
Cm(x, y) = Cm(x) U Cm(y). (10)
We then verify, from Table 3, that Cm(x, y) is mostly
a discrete polyhedral complex satisfying the condi-
tions of Definition 2; there is an exceptional case
that we need to replace Cm(x) and Cm(y) to ob-
tain a discrete polyhedral complex Cm(x, y) by (10)
for m = 18.
First, let us consider the case of #(D(x)nD(y)) =
1. As shown in the first line of Table 4, the com-
mon point z is either 1- or O-point. If z is a a-point
(Case 1), Cm(x) and Cm(y) include no co=on dis-
crete convex polyhedron. Thus, we simply obtain
Cm(x, y) by (10) as empty. If Z is a I-point (Case
2), both Cm(x) and Cm(y) include a co=on dis-
crete a-polyhedron (To. Let us introduce the notion of
the skeleton Sk(J) of a discrete convex polyhedron (J
such as the set of all vertices of (J [3J. Then, we have
Sk(Jo) = {z}. Thus, we obtain a discrete a-complex
Cm(x, y) = {(Jo} by (10).
In the case of #(D(x) n D(y)) = 2, there are two
common points Zl and Z2 as shown in the second
line of Table 4. Since each of Zl and Z2 is either 1- or
a-point, there are three possible configurations of l-
and a-points for the pair of Zj and Z2. If both Zj and
Z2 are a-points (Case 1), both Cm(x) and Cm(y) in-
clude no common discrete polyhedron. Thus, we ob-
tain Cm(x, y) by (10) as empty. If either of Zj and
(bl
1.' ~nl> discrete convex polyhedral decomposjon, .~".... discret~~~~ex ~Xhedral
Po ~ p~ ..
...
':'i=?1 ~.
J,Jb!- I
•
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(11)
(bl
P5a~P5a
~
CI({alO}) UCI({all}),
Cl({all}) UCI({a"J)
Om = CI(G).
(a)
P5a~., P5a
.. t,
"-- ..-.
where Sk(alO) ~ {Zl,Z,}, Sk(all) = {Z2,Z3} and
Sk(a,,) = {Z3, Z4}.
Consequently, setting Cm(x) for each x E Z3 re-
ferring to Table 3 with taking account of the ad-
ditional replacement of Figure 6 for m = 18, we
uniquely obtain C m by (9) for any m ~ 6,18,26 from
any V C Z3.
4.1.2 Step 2: Construction of a Pure Discrete
3-Complex
Assume that the dimension of C m is three. Let G
to be the set of all discrete 3-polyhedra in Cm. In
order to obtain a pure discrete 3-complex Om from
Cm , we remove all discrete n-polyhedra. which are not
included in any discrete 3-polyhedra in C m for every
n < 3, such that
where 0"20 and 0"21 are discrete 2-polyhedra such that
Sk(a2o) = {ZI,Z2,Z3} and Sk(a2Jl = {ZI,Z3,Z4},
and
where 0"22 and 0"23 are discrete 2-polyhedra such that
Sk(a22) = {Zl,Z2,Z4} and Sk(a23) = {Z2,Z3,Z4}.
Thus, C ,8(X, y) obtained by (10) does not construct
a discrete polyhedral complex. In order to obtain
C 18 (X, y) as a discrete polyhedral complex, we there-
fore replace discrete polyhedral complexes C'S(x)
and C 18(y) from Figure 6 (a) to (b) so that
C ,8(y) = Cl({an}) U CI({a23})
Figure 6: (a) An example such that a union of two ad-
jacent discrete polyhedral complexes which does not
form a discrete polyhedral complex; it occurs only if
the I-point configurations of two adjacent unit cubes
are both P5a for the 18-neighborhood system, and
(b) the replacement of discrete polyhedral complexes
from those in (a).
I-dimensional faces such that Sk(a2) ~ {Z2, Z3, Z4}
for the 18- and 26-neighborhood systems in Case 5.
In Case 6 of the last line of Table 4, Cm(x) and
Cm(y) have co=on discrete polyhedra such as a
discrete 2-polyhedron a and its 0- and I-dimensional
faces including such that Sk(a) = {Zt,Z2,Z3,Z4} for
any neighborhood system except for the case such
that adjacent unit cubes D(x) and D(y) have both
the configurations P5a as shown in Figure 6 (a) for
m = lSi in this case, we have
.....ift:z~... N"
n··i'~;1·~ IPSa
~:::~ ..::::;-.:
):::::~..:
• a 1-point
o a (}-point
C~2
.:!:::::;::
r'h~:I¥f~~J
Case 2.;!:::::;::
cellular cleco---sion olO(x)n D(v)
Case 1.:~:::::;::
C~,
.:!:::::;::
4
2
Z2 is I-point (Case 2), the I-point becomes the com-
mon O-polyhedron a in Cm(x) and Cm(y). Thus,
we obtain a discrete O-complex Cm(x,y) ~ {a} by
(10). If both z, and Z2 are I-points (Case 3), Cm(x)
and Cm(y) have a discrete I-polyhedron a and its
O-dimensional faces as the common discrete polyhe-
dra such that Sk(a) = {Z"Z2}' Thus, we obtain a
discrete I-complex Cm(x,y) = Cl({a}) by (10).
In the case of #(D(x) n D(y)) = 4, let Zi for
i = 1,2 1 3,4 be the four common points. Since each
point is either 1- or O-point, there are six configura-
tions of 1- and a-points for the four points as shown
in the last line of Table 4. Similarly to the above
approach, we see that a discrete complex Cm(x, y)
is ohtained by (10) for almost every configuration;
there is one exceptional case for the IS-neighborhood
system. The last line of Table 4 shows possible
co=on discrete polyhedra of Cm(x) and Cm(y):
the empty set in Case 1; a discrete O-polyhedron ao
such that Sk(ao) = {z,} in Case 2; a discrete 1-
polyhedron 0"1 and its G-dimensional faces such that
Sk(a,) = {Z2, Z3} in Case 3; two discrete O-polyhedra
aoo and aOJ such that Sk(aoo) = {Z2} and Sk(ao') =
{Z4} for the 6-neighborhood system and a discrete 1-
polyhedron a, with its O-dimensional faces such that
Sk(a,) = {Z2,Z4} for the 18- and 26-neighborhood
systems in Case 4; two discrete I-polyhedra alO and
all with their faces such that Sk(alO) = {Z2, Z3}
and Sk(all) = {Z3, Z4} for the 6-neighborhood sys-
tem, and a discrete 2-polyhedron 0"2 with its 0- and
Table 4: Three adjacency types of two unit cubic re-
gions D(x) and D(y) such that #(D(x)nD(y)) ~ 1,
2 and 4. For each adjacency type, all possible con-
figurations of 1- and O-points and a discrete convex
polyhedral decomposition are shown.
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Table 5: Three-dimensional polyhedral decomposi-
tion Om(X) corresponding to the configuration of 1-
points in a unit cubic region D(x) for (a) m = 6, (b)
m = 18 and (c) m ~ 26.
la)
Proposition 2 Given a finite subset V C Z3, the
combinatorial boundary 80m. is uniquely obtained for
any m-neighborhood system, m = 6,18,26.
4.2 Practical Algorithm of Combinatorial
Boundary Tracking
For practical use1 we present an effective algorithm
of generating 80m directly from V by referring to
Table 6, which is a similar table used for the marching
cubes method [22,31], for each neighborhood system.
The comparison between ·the marching cubes method
and our method is discussed in [121.
We obtain Table 6 from Table 3 in the follow-
ing. First we see only discrete 2-polyhedra of Cm(x)
at each unit cubic region Dm(x) because 80m is a
pure discrete 2-complex; BOrn does not contain more
than three-dimensional discrete convex polyhedra
and less than two-dimensional discrete convex poly-
hedra which are not faces of any discrete 2-polyhedra.
We then classify each discrete 2-polyhedron a of
C m (x) in Table 3 into four types:
where Om (X) is a pure discrete 3-complex at each
unit cubic region D(x). Each Om(x) is easily ob-
tained by referring to Table 5 instead of Table 3 for
Cm(x). We easily create Table 5 by making Cm(x)
in Table 3 to be pure. Note that 018(X) will be re-
placed as an empty set if the I-point configurations
at D(x) and its adjacent D(y) are as illustrated in
Figure 6.
4.1.3 Step 3: Boundary Extraction of a 3D
Pure Complex
From Definition 3, the boundary 80m of Om is
derived from the set H of discrete 2-polyhedra in
Om each of which is a face of exactly one discrete 3-
polyhedron in Om. Because H is uniquely obtained
from Oml 80m is also uniquely obtained from Om.
From the above procedure1 we consequently obtain
the following proposition.
If C m is less than three dimensions l G is empty and
thus Om is also empty. This occurs when Cm con-
tains only discrete 0-, 1- and 2-polyhedra and have
no discrete 3-polyhedron. We consider that C m \ Om
each of whose element has less than three dimensions
is caused hy the limited resolution of a digital image.
If we would like to see the part C m\ Om in the higher
dimensions 1 then we increase the resolution of a digi-
tal image at the part. From (11), it is clear that Om
is uniquely obtained from C m . Examples of the pro-
cedure for obtaining 0 26 from C 26 are seen in Figures
4 (from (b) to (a)) and 5 (from (b) to (c)).
We can also obtain Om directly from V without
considering C m such that
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1. there exists a discrete 3-polyhedron 6 in Cm(x)
such that
(T = 6n {x E n3 : a . x = z}
where a . x S z is valid for c5. Le. (J is a face of
c5, and
Table 6: The look-up table which provides a one-to-
one correspondence benveen an configuration of 1-
points in a unit cubic region D(x) and a pure dis-
crete 2-complex Tm(x) for the combinatorial bound-
ary 80", of the set V of all 1-points with respect to
each m = 6, 18, 26.
where
PjkL
o pure subcomplex for a combinatorial boundary
6
7
5
4
3
# of
1-points
Figure 7: An example of the case such that a common
discrete 2-polyhedron (T exists in J",(x) and J",(y) at
two adjacent unit cubes. Such a does not constitute
80", but C", \ a",.
any T",(x) in Table 6 except for the configuration
P5a of the 18-neighborhood system.
We then see that
2.2.
2.1. either of the equations
{x En3 : a·x <:: z}nD(x) =D(x), (13)
{x E n3 : a·x::: z}nD(x) =D(x) (14)
{x E n3 : a·x sz}nD(x) =D(x) (12)
1.1. the equation
(T n {x E n3 : a· x = z} = (T
holds, Le. a is located at a face of a unit
cube D(x);
1.2. equation (12) does not hold, i.e. (T is located
inside a unit cube D(x);
2. there is no discrete 3-polyhedron 6 like the above,
and
holds, Le. (J is located at a face of a unit
cube D(x);
both (13) and (14) do not hold, i.e. a is
located inside a unit cube D(x).
For each Cm(x), we obtain the set of discrete 2-
polyhedra of each type such as TPll(x), TP ,2(X),
TP21 (X) and TP 22 (X). We then set
and otherwise
For each discrete 2-polyhedron a E J",(x), if (T E
J",(y) at an adjacent nnit cube D(y) to D(x) as
shown in Figure 7,
(17)
(18)
(16)For a E TPll(x), (T does not belong to 80m if there
exits a discrete 3-polyhedron 6 at a nnit cube D(y)
adjacent to D(x) such that a is a face of 6. If there is
no such 6 at D(y), then (T E TP21 (y). Thus, we have
a E Jm(y) at the adjacent D(y). For a E TP 22 (x),
a E C m \ a", and thus (T rt 80 m. For obtaining
80"" therefore, we need only J",(x) and I",(x) for
every x E Z3. In Table 6 1 we illustrate a pure discrete
2-complex
The arrow of every a in Table 6 indicates the side
where the half space {x E n 3 : a . x > z} exists;
roughly speaking, it is oriented to the exterior of 80m
and is lIseful for visualization as a normal vector of
each a. Note that either J",(x) or I", (x) is empty for
Thus, we need to verify (18) for each (T E J",(x) for
constructing 80m , while every a E Im(x) is always
in 80", from (16). Snch verification is achieved in
step 1.3 in Algorithm 1. We also mention that the
special treatment for the case illustrated in Figure 6
whicb occurs only for the 18-neighborhood system is
considered in step 1.2 in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1
input: A subset V ofW = {(i,j,k) E Z3: 1::; i::;
L,I::; j ::;!vI, 1::; k::; N}.
output: A combinatorial boundary 80m for each
m = 6,18,26.
begin
1. for 1 ::; k ::; N - 1 do
for 1 ::; j ::; !vI - 1 do
for 1 ::; i ::; L - 1 do
1.1 for x = (i,j, k), obtain Tm(x) by re-
ferring to Table 6;
1.2 ifm = 18, check if each pair of Tm(x)
and Tm(y) for y = (i - l,j, k), (i,j -
1, k), (i,j, k -1) is in the case as illus-
trated in Figure 6 (a); if so, replace
Tm(x) and Tm(y) from Figure 6 (a)
to (b);
1.3 if Jm(x) <;; Tm(x) is not empty, then
check for each a E Jm(x) if a E
Jm(y) where y = (i - l,j, k), (i,j -
1, k), (i,j, k - 1) as shown in Figure 7;
if so, replace Tm(x) and Tm(y) with
CI(Tm(x) \ Cl({a})) and CI(Tm(y) \
Cl({a}));
2. obtain 80m = U(x)EW Tm(x).
end
From Algorithm 11 it is obvious that we obtain the
combinatorial boundary 80m for each m = 6,18,26
from any finite set V C Z3. Some results of combi-
natorial boundaries 80m for m ~ 6,18,26 with their
inputs V are shown in Figures 8 and 9.
5. Relations between Borders and
Combinatorial Boundaries
We already introduced the notion of the skeleton
Sk(a) of a discrete convex polyhedron a such as the
set of the vertices of a [31. Let 80", be the combi-
natorial boundary obtained by Algorithm 1 from a
given V C Z3 for 11l = 6,18,26. We call the union of
the skeletons of all discrete convex polyhedra of 80m
the skeleton of 80m and it is denoted by Sk(80",).
We have the following relations between the skeleton
Sk(80m) and the border Brm,(V) of (8). The re-
lations are the discrete version of the relation (5) in
R3 .
Theorem 1 The border Brm' (V) and the skeleton
Sk(80m) of the combinatorial boundary 80m ob-
tained from a finite subset V C Z3 have the relations
such that
~'IEM.FAC.ENG.OKA.UNI. Vo1.38. Nos.l&2
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 8: (a) An digitized sphere and its combi-
natorial boundaries for (b) 6-, (c) 18- and (d) 26-
neighborhood systems.
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(a)
(b)
= Sk(80'8)U(Sk(C,s)\Sk(O,s))\A(6,lS)' (20)
Br,S(V) = Sk(806) U (Sk(C6) \ Sk(06)) \ A(lS.6)'
(21)
Br26(V) = Sk(806) U (Sk(C6) \ Sk(06))' (22)
where
A(m' m) = U A(m'm)(x)
, :z:EZ3 '
so that A(m',m)(x) is given as the set of points at a
unit cube D(x) only when D(x) has a 1-point con-
figuration P5a or P7 only for (m', m) = (6,18) or
(18,6), respectively, as shown in Table 7. Note that
A(6,18)(X) for the configuration P5a is empty if it has
no adjacent unit cube whose configuration is also PSa
as shown in Figure 6.
A pair (m',m) of neighborhood systems which is
considered in Theorem 1 is (6,26), (6,18), (18,6)
or (26,6) and similar pairs (m', m) are also seen in
the relations between Br:" (V) and its m-connectivity
mentioned in section 2.2.~16, 181. For proving Theo-
rem 1, we need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 1 For a unit cubic region D(x). setting
CubeBrm' (V; x) =
{y E V n D(x) : D(x) n N=,(y) n V'" 0) (23)
for each m' = 6,18,26, we have
Br=,(V) = U CubeBrm,(V;x). (24)
:z:EZ3
Sk(80m) U (Sk(C m) \ Sk(O=)) = U (Sk(Tm(x))
:z:EZ3
U(Sk(C=(x)) \ Sk(Om(x)) \ Sk(Tm(x)))). (25)
(Q.E.D.)we obtain (24) from (8) and (23).
The points in CubeBrm,(V; x) are illustrated for
every possible configuration of 1-points in D(x) in
Table 7.
Lemma 2 At each unit cubic region D(x) for x E
Z3, setting Tm(x) to be a discrete 2-complex given
by Table 6, Cm(x) to be a discrete polyhedral complex
given by Table 3 and Om(x) to be a pure discrete 3-
complex of Cm(x) by Table 5, we have
(Proof) Since
Nm,(y)nv= U (D(x)nN=,(y)nV),
:z:EZ3
(c)
(d)
Figure 9: (a) A digitized cube rotated witb 45 degrees
around x and y axes, and its combinatorial bound-
aries for (b) 6-, (c) 18- and (d) 26-neighborhood sys-
tems.
(Proof) Let us consider the two discrete 2-
subcomplexes J=(x) and I=(x) such as (15) for each
Tm(x). From (16),
Sk(Im(x)) C Sk(80m ). (26)
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The points of Sk(Im(x)) are illustrated in Table 7.
Let us consider a vertex Z E Sk(Jm(x)) \ Sk(Im(y))
for any y. If Z is a vertex of cr of (17),
such that
derived from (15), we have
Z E Sk(Cm ) \ Sk(Om) (27)
Now we verify if there exists a point
(28)
z rt Sk(Tm(x) U
(Sk(Cm(x)) \ Sk(Om(x)) \ Sk(Tm(x)))(33)
z E Sk(80m) U (Sk(C",) \ Sk(Om))
U. (Sk(Tm(x)) U
:z:EZ 3
(Sk(Cm(x)) \ Sk(Om(x)) \ Sk(Tm(x))))
C Sk(80m) U (Sk(Cm) \ Sk(Om)). (32)
S k(Tm(x))U (Sk( Cm(x)) \ S k( Om (x)) \ Sk(Tm(x)))
C Sk(80m ) U (Sk(Cm ) \ Sk(Om))
Sk(Tm(x)) = Sk(Im(x)))U(Sk(Jm(x))\Sk(Im(x))),
(31)
for each x E Z3, and thus
Sk(J",(x)) \ Sk(Im(y)) C
Sk(80m ) U (Sk(Cm ) \ Sk(Om)) (29)
z E Sk(80m)·
Sk(Cm(x)) \ Sk(Om(x)) \ Sk(Tm(x)) C
Sk(80m) U Sk(Cm) \ Sk(Om). (30)
The points of Sk(Cm(x)) \ Sk(Om(x)) \ Sk(Tm(x))
are also shown in Table 7.
From (26), (29), (30) and the relation
and if z is a vertex of cr of (18),
Thus,
for any x and y. The points of Sk(Jm(x))\Sk(Im(y))
are also shown in Table 7, For each discrete con-
vex polyhedron cr E Cm(x) \ Om(x) \ Tm(x), if
cr E Tm(y) at other unit cube D(y) adjacent to D(x),
we have (17) or (18), and otherwise we have (17). If
a vertex z of Sk(Cm(x)) \ Sk(Om(x)) \ Sk(Tm(x))
is a vertex of cr of (18), we have (28), and if z is a
vertex of cr of (17), we have (27). Thus,
l-pClInl CubeB,.". l'V,:s) Sk(Ln(:t:)). Sk(J",(:t:})\Sk(l,.,(y)),Sk.{C".(:t:))\Sk.{01n(:t:))\Sk(T..f:t:)
eO~fi;.;. m'.6 m'"dS m'-2 .....6 .....18 matS
PQWWWW WWW WWW WWW
p,(W (W(W(W WW(W W(W(W WW(W
p"(W illJillJillJ (WWillJ WWillJ WWillJ
P2b@ @@@ WW@ WW@ WW@
P20I1IJ I1IJI1IJI1IJ WWI1IJ WWI1IJ WWI1IJ
PJ,
rID rIDrID rID WWrID WrIDW WrIDW
W@@@ WW@ WW@ W@W
ffo tWtWtW wWtW wWtW wWtW
P"
rID rIDrID@ W@W W@W W@W
Nb
rID rmrmrm wwrm WrIDW rmww
NoIID IIDIIDIID WWIID WIIDW rm::w W
WI !W!W!W WW!W W!WW !WWW
rID @@@ WW@ @WW @WW
aD rnTrnTrnT WWrnT WWrnT WWrnT
i11T @@@ WW@ @WW @WW
fW £W!W0l! W@CW @rID W£W WWWOl! W,._.;,..,
rm !Wrmrm wwrm rmww rmww
@ rIDrID rID WWrID rIDWW rIDWW
,~
rwrwrw wrww rwww rwwwrw
@ @@@ W@cID @WW @WW
fID UDUDUD WWUD UDWW UDWW
fW rw@rw WW!W rwww rwww
fi1J @@@ @@@@:@@@@@
Table 7: For each I-point configuration of a unit cube
D(x), the configurations of points of CubeBrm,(V; x)
for m' = 6, 18,26, Sk(Im(x)), Sk(J",(x))\Sk(Im(y))
for any y such that y # x and Sk(Cm(x)) \
Sk(Om(x)) \ Sk(Tm(x)) for m = 6, 18,26 are shown
with A(m',m)(x) for the adjustment in the cases of
(m', m) = (6,18), (18,6).
Af..·.".)(:t:)
(1n·.InJ.,5.JSJ
,,@
(m·...wI8.5J
P7 (W
for any x E Z3. Considering a point z E V n D(x)
which satisfies (33) for any x E Z3, we see that
z E Sk(Om) \ Sk(80m)
from Tables 3, 6 and 7, namely,
z 't Sk(80m ) U (Sk(Cm ) \ Sk(Om))
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because
Sk(Cm ) = (Sk(iJOm)U
(Sk(Cm ) \ Sk(Om))) U (Sk(Om) \ Sk(iJOm))
=V
and
(Sk(iJO m ) U (Sk(C m) \ Sk(Om)))n
(Sk(Om) \ Sk(iJOm )) = 0.
Therefore, if z E Sk(iJOm ) U (Sk(Cm) \ Sk(Om)),
then
z E Sk(Tm(x)u
(Sk(Cm(x)) \ Sk(Om(x)) \ Sk(Tm(x)))
and it contradicts (33). Thus, from (32) we ohtain
(25) ~RD.)
(Proof of Theorem 1) For (m', m) = (6,26), (26, 6),
we have
but does not appear in (c). Because we have a step
for removing the dimension reduction parts, namelY1
obtaining Om from Cm such as a procedure from
(b) to (c) in Figure 5, we need to add the second
term Sk(Cm) \ Sk(Om) to compare with the bor-
der points Brm, (V) based on general topology. Note
that not only discrete I-polyhedra but also discrete 2-
polyhedra may exists in Cm \ Om' Therefore, for the
3-dimensional border tracking, we have two possibil-
ities of the dimensions for dimension reduction parts
C m \ Om1 Le. one or two dimensions, while we have
only one possibility of the dimensions, Le. one di-
mension1for the 2-dimensional border tracking. This
difference has caused the difficulty of 3-dimensional
border tracking problem as we already mentioned in
Subsection 2.2.1
The third terms A(6,18) and A(18,6) which only ap-
pear in (20) and (21) respectively show the difference
between Sk(iJ0 18 ) and Sk(iJ0 26 ) of (19) and (20)
and the difference between Br18(V) and Br26(V) of
(21) and (22), respectively.
for each x E Z3 from (31) and Table 7. Thus, from
Lemmas 1 and 2, we ohtain (19) and (22).
For (m',m) ~ (6,18), if we have the case as shown
in Figure 6 for the configuration P5a of D(x), we see
that
CubeBrm, (V; x) = Sk(Tm(x))U
(Sk( Cm(x)) \Sk(Om(x)) \Sk(Tm(x))) \A(18,6) (x)
from Table 7, and otherwise we have (34). Thus, we
obtain (21). (Q.E.D.}
CubeBrm,(V; x) = Sk(Tm(x))U
(S k(Cm(x)) \Sk(Om(x)) \Sk(Tm(x))) \ A(6,18) (x)
from Table 7, and otherwise we have (34). Thus, we
ohtain (20).
For (m',m) = (18,6), for the configuration P7 of
D(x), we see that
The relations (19), (20), (21) and (22) of Theorem
1 for Z3 correspond to the relation (5) for nn shown
in [231. The difference between them is that there is
an additional term which is the second term for the
union in the right side of each equation of (19), (20),
(21) and (22) while there is no such additional term
in (5). The second term Sk(Cm ) \ Sk(Om) is a set
of vertices which are not included in any discrete 3-
polyhedra but included in less than three-dimensional
discrete convex polyhedra of Cm. In Figure 51 we can
see Sk(Cm) \ Sk(Om) such as the most right point
which is included in a discrete I-polyhedron in (b)
6. Conclusions and Discussions
In this paper, we gave a solution to one of the cen-
tral problems in three-dimensional image analysis; "is
it possible to give a triangulation of border points
Brm(V) snch that all vertices of triangulated sur-
faces are border points and adjacent vertices are m-
neighboring for m = 6,18, 261'1 Our answer is "yes.1'
We also succeed to present Algorithm 1 which gives
such a triangulated surface 80m from any finite sub-
set V C Z3. We insists that the calculation time is
linear to the size of V, Le. the size of a 3-dimensional
digital image, and it is the same as that of the set
operation (8) for obtaining Brm(V) from V even if
our algorithm provides a pure discrete 2-polyhedron
iJOm which contains not only a point set Sk(iJOm)
but also the combinatorial topological structures of
80111 . Theorem 1 which indicates discrete versions
of the relation (5) shows that iJO;" becomes a tri-
angulation of Brm (V) if we choose a good pair such
as (m, m') = (6,18), (6, 26), (18, 6), (26, 6). Note that
there may be extra points of Sk(Om') \ Sk(Om') if
Br111 (V) contains some lattice points where we cannot
put any discrete 3-polyhedron because of their con-
figurations such as the configuration around the right
point of Figure 5 (b). Our discrete polyhedral com-
plex is useful to analyse the reasons why we have to
ignore such points, i.e. points of Sk(Om') \ Sk(Om')
for triangulation of Brm(V). It is also interesting
that the possible pairs for (m, m') are similar to the
pairs (ex, (3) for {3-connectedness of ex-borders [181 as
we mentioned in Section 2.2.1
(34)(Sk(Cm(x)) \ Sk(Om(x)) \ Sk(Tm(x)))
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6.1 Improvement of the Combinatorial Bound-
ary Thacking Algorithm
It may be also possible to present more effective
combinatorial boundary tracking algorithms whose
calculation time is linear to the number of border
points if we succeed to investigate every possible lo-
cal configurations of combinatorial boundaries. In
fact, such an effective border tracking algorithm for
three-dimensional digital image is already presented
by using an algebraic-topology-based approach by us-
ing voxel faces [21], but only for manifold cases. As
we already mentioned, our combinatorial boundaries
can be also non-manifolds such as the illustrations
in Figure 3. We thus need to extend the algorithm
for non-manifold cases by using discrete polyhedral
complexes.
6.2 Comparison with Other Polyhedral Com-
plexes in zn
We took the combinatorial/algebraic-topology-
based approach by using discrete polyhedral com-
plexes for giving a solution to the triangulation prob-
lem. Due to the strong powers for topological prob-
lems in discrete spaces, similar complicial represen-
tations for a finite subset V C Z3 are also seen in
differeot literatures [14, 18, 29], for example. For
our term of "discrete polyhedral complexes" em for
V, they use the different terms: "cellular complexes"
114], "continuous analogs" [18] and "polyhedra" [291.
Because their aims are different, the ways of obtaining
C m from V are also different.
IlContinuous analogs" are presented for defin-
ing a digital fundamental group whose concept is
used for three-dimensional thinning. During three-
dimensional thinning, they oeed to preserve a "digital
topologyll whose criteria are given by using the con-
cepts of connectedness and of a digital fundamental
group. For a digital fundamental group, they need
to consider a region of interest and also its comple-
ment, and therefore consider topologies for the whole
Z3, not only for V C Z3 as we do in this paper. In
[18], one example for a set of continuous analogs is
presented. They are different from our discrete poly-
hedral complexes in the geometric sense; for example,
some continuous analogs may have augmented points
which are not lattice points but centroids of lattice
cubes as their vertices. On the other hand, if we
consider discrete polyhedral complexes C m(V) and
Cm' (V) choosing some pairs for (m, m') for V and
V, then we do not know if they satisfy the conditions
of continuous analogs or not. Because such discussion
is beyond the subjects of this paper, we leave it for
our future work.
Even if the aims in [14, 29J are different from ours
such as calculation of topological equivalence between
two different subsets of Z3 [29], we see that "cellular
complexes" [14) and "polyhedra" [29] are the same
"IE"I.FAC.E~G.OKA.UNI.1'01.38. Nos.1 &2
as our discrete polyhedral complexes C6(V) for the
6-neighborhood system. This is because the shapes
of discrete convex polyhedra for m = 6 such as cubes,
squares, unit line segments: etc. can be seen in lattice
grids and they are straightforward to topologize Z3.
In fact, if we topologize Z3 instead of V C Z3 in the
same way of C 6(V), i.e. C6(Z3), we see Khalimsky
space [13] which is well known in digital image anal-
ysis. 10 [15] it is also showo that Khalimsky space
is homeomorphic to Kovalevsky's finite topology [20]
for the case Z2
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